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About This Game

Instead of writing more about why we think this game is great we decided to let our beta testing community write some
comments here.

"What is Supraball? - imagine you're playing fifa, controlling just one player. Okay now imagine that each other
player is a real person. Okay now imagine you're in first person, and you have this super awesome cannon with dozens
of combinations of spins that fires a yellow ball at 400km/h. Okay now imagine you've fired that into the top corner at

that speed - and someone saves it. That is supraball!"
Solomon

"So the first thing that I liked was the innovation, there are no games like it."
Malaria

"The game being a first person sports game made me feel like I was actually on the field playing ball. Also, the fact
that everyone on the playing field was an actual person, and not a scripted AI that would change into the player if given

the ball, added an element I personally had never seen in a game before Supraball."
Skel

"F**k yes, I can play football at home!"
Silw

"The thing that fascinated me the most is the amount of teamwork involved and the kind of creativity you can have
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while playing this game."
Bakes

"It's pretty easy to play but hard to master."
Olo

"Most fascinating is the ability some players have to always create new moves etc."
Goku

"Different things happen every match, so it's never the same."
Dimle

"I liked being the last hope for my team and the tense pressure filled moments were amazing. Making a 1v1 save is a
really awesome feeling and no other game has given me the same feeling yet."

Vendetta

"Very precise, accurate, total control. Intense gameplay, nail biting finishes.
I can't stop, it's heroin/crack!"

Revan
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3v3 Mini Tournament - 30. March:
A mini 3v3 tournament accepts registrations until 28. March 2019.
Matches will be played on the 30. of March.

All information, registration and coordination happen on this discord:
https://discord.gg/af3gEwZ

. Things you didn't know you can do in Supraball:
For beginners it's hard to be aware of all the things you can actually pull off. Get a taste in this compilation video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JV2VKmD0k3o. 3. February Update:
- Fix bug: stuck in "determining region" in matchmaking. Update 24. November:
- Post-match player review system added (to review a random player sometimes)
- Replaced matchmaking progress blobs with progress bar
- Admin-banned players are now locked out of the entire game, not only from lobbies. 7. August Update:

Major changes:
- Added 93 new skins and hats to the chests
- Fixed inviting into lobbies not working
- Fixed people overlapping during the intro
- Possibly fixed bug where you could not substitute into a lobby match (pls report if it happens!)

Minor:
- Tutorial map now starts a 3v3 match in db-hall when you beat it instead of closing udk
- Launcher informs users if the game is experiencing a high user load that causes slowdowns
- Fixed wrong colors and bad alignment of players in lobbies
- UDK now uses the supraball icon instead of the UDK one
- Fixed mouse being inverted by default (isn't inverted by default now)
- Fixed spectator camera in Volcano going through geometry
- Fixed elo calculations being broken
- Fixed a specific masterserver crash
- Fixed chance related Steam achievements not working
- Fixed meth-cook skin having a hat in the preview image (the hat is separate now)
- Fixed orange supra-san skin being too red on blue team. Fixed 5v5 matches in Europe!:
We only noticed late at night, that EU 5v5 matchmaking didn't seem to be working for nearly 2 days!
We will need to implement some mechanism that reports those problems to us when they happen again, because we had no idea.
Sorry for the inconveniences; have fun!. Supraball 2? Patreon?:
I'm trying to find out how seriously interested the Supra community is in a potential Supraball 2 development - if you could take
a moment to vote in this poll: https://www.strawpoll.me/17181788

Now that Supraball 1 is getting closer to completion, I wanna look a bit into the future and find out if there is any interest in this
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at all.. Supraball 2 poll results:
The results from our Supraball 2 poll:

90% want another Supraball.
57% want to keep the current style and additional 14% don't care how it looks.
71% want to try the class system
49% don't care if the game is a big hit, 51% do (so we would make a game for the 49% that don't care and the rest is beyond our
control anyway)
23% would be patreons

Thanks for your votes. If it comes to it, we have a pretty good idea, what you want!
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